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Introduction 3

The Cambridge Primary Science series has been developed to match 
the Cambridge International Examinations Primary Science curriculum 
framework. It is a fun, ! exible and easy to use course that gives both 
learners and teachers the support they need. In keeping with the aims of 
the curriculum itself, it encourages learners to be actively engaged with 
the content, and develop enquiry skills as well as subject knowledge.

This Learner’s Book for Stage 4 covers all the content from Stage 4 of the 
curriculum framework. The topics are covered in the order in which they are 
presented in the curriculum for easy navigation, but can be taught in any 
order that is appropriate to you. 

Throughout the book you will " nd ideas for practical activities, which will 
help learners to develop their Scienti" c Enquiry skills as well as introduce 
them to the thrill of scienti" c discovery. 

The ‘Talk about it!’ question in each topic can be used as a starting 
point for classroom discussion, encouraging learners to use the scienti" c 
vocabulary and develop their understanding. 

‘Check your progress’ questions at the end of each unit can be used to 
assess learners’ understanding. Learners who will be taking the Cambridge 
Primary Progression test for Stage 4 will " nd these questions useful 
preparation.

We strongly advise you to use the Teacher’s Resource for Stage 4, 
ISBN 978-1-107-66151-6, alongside this book. This resource contains 
extensive guidance on all the topics, ideas for classroom activities, and 
guidance notes on all the activities presented in this Learner’s Book. 
You will also " nd a large collection of worksheets, and answers to all the 
questions from the Stage 4 products. 

Also available is the Activity Book for Stage 4, ISBN 978-1-107-65665-9. 
This book offers a variety of exercises to help learners consolidate 
understanding, practise vocabulary, apply knowledge to new situations 
and develop enquiry skills. Learners can complete the exercises in class or 
be given them as homework.

We hope you enjoy using this series.

With best wishes,
the Cambridge Primary Science team.
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1 Humans and animals

6 1 Humans and animals

Words to learn
skeleton frame
bone skull
spine vertebra

Sometimes skeletons look scary. Skeletons 
are not scary. People, and many animals, 
have a skeleton inside their bodies. 
A skeleton is a hard, strong frame that 
supports our bodies from the inside.

1.1 Skeletons

Have you seen a skeleton before? 
There are skeletons in some museums 

of animals such as dinosaurs that 
lived long ago.

Our skeletons are made 
of many different bones. 
These bones are different 

sizes and shapes.

What are skeletons made of?

Skeletons are made of bone. Bone is very 
hard and strong.

You can feel the bones of your skeleton 
through your skin.
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Talk about it!
Are all skeletons 
made of bones?What you have learnt

 People and many other animals have a 
skeleton inside their bodies.

 Our skeletons support our bodies from the inside.
 Our skeletons are made of many different bones.
 Bones are different sizes and shapes.

1 Humans and animals 7

Finding your bones

Feel your head. How many skull bones can you feel?
Hold your hands on the sides of your chest. Can you ! nd your ribs?
How many ribs can you feel?
Now feel your back. The bumps you can feel are the bones
of your spine. These bones are called vertebrae. One bone is called a vertebra. 
Stand up and put your hands on your hips. Can you feel your hip bones?
Feel your hand bones. Why do you think there are so many bones in
your hand?
Did all the bones in your hand feel the same size and shape?

Activity 1.1

Questions
1 What are skeletons made of?
2 Why must skeletons be hard and strong?
3 Why do you think the bones of your 

skeleton are different shapes and sizes?
4 Bones are not very heavy. How do you 

think this helps animals?
5 Draw a picture of what you think a person

without a skeleton might look like.

Animal skeletons have bones that 
are different shapes and sizes.SAMPLE



8 1 Humans and animals

1.2 The human skeleton

Words to learn
thigh irregular

We have 206 bones in our skeletons. 
There are different kinds of bones in 
the skeleton:

 Long bones, like the bones in our legs and arms. The thigh bone 
is the long bone in your leg.

 Short bones, like those in our ! ngers.

 Flat bones, like those that make up our skull.

 Irregular bones, like the bones in our spine.

Making a skeleton

Look at the human skeleton on the opposite page.
Notice the sizes and shapes of the bones
and how they are arranged.
Plan how you will make a skeleton from different pasta shapes.
Arrange the pasta shapes on the paper to make your skeleton.
When you are happy with your skeleton, glue the shapes onto the paper.

Activity 1.2
You will need:
different shapes of pasta  black 
construction paper  paper glue

Questions
1 Is the skull made of one bone or many bones?
2 Why do you think the skull is important?
3 Which is the biggest bone in the body? Why do you think this is so?
4 Which are the smallest bones in the body?
5 What parts of your body do you think the ribs surround? Why do you 

think the ribs are there?
6 Women usually have wider hip bones than men. Why do you think this 

is so? 
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1 Humans and animals 9

Talk about it!
How many neck bones 

does a giraffe have?What you have learnt
 Our skeletons are made of long bones, 
short bones, " at bones and irregular bones.

 The skull is made of different " at bones
joined together.

A giraffe’s neck can 
be up to 2 m long.

skull

ear bones
jaw bone

shoulder blade

rib

vertebra

collar bone

elbow

thigh bone

shin bone

knee cap

hip bone

thumb 
bone

! nger bones
wrist

ankle

toe bone
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10 1 Humans and animals

Words to learn
fracture X-ray
invertebrate

1.3 Why do we need a skeleton?

Skeletons grow

We grow and get bigger because our skeleton 
grows. An adult’s skeleton is much bigger
than a child’s skeleton. An adult’s skeleton
has stopped growing.

Comparing bone sizes

Using a tape measure, measure the length of your:

 upper arm bone    thigh bone    shin bone.
Measure the length of the cut-outs of the same bones on your teacher.
Record your measurements in a table like this one.

Bone Length in cm

Me Teacher

upper arm bone

thigh bone

shin bone 

Whose bones are longer?

Predict what you think the length of a teenager’s bones would be
and say why.

Activity 1.3
You will need:
a tape measure
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This X-ray photo shows 
a broken leg. Bones 

don’t stay broken. The 
broken ends of the 

bone slowly grow back 
together again.

1 Humans and animals 11

Talk about it!
Why do fractures 

in old people take 
much longer to heal 

than fractures in 
children?

Sometimes we fall or have accidents and break our bones. 
A broken bone is called a fracture. Doctors take a special 
photo called an X-ray to see if a bone is broken or not. 
X-rays are photos that let us see inside our bodies.

<PHOTO 1.3.2  X-ray of fracture.>

Skeletons support and protect

Our skeleton supports our body. It makes a strong frame 
inside the body. We cannot squash our body easily 
because of our skeleton. It gives our body shape and 
makes it ! rm. Our skeleton also protects our organs.

Do all animals have skeletons?

Not all animals have a skeleton. Worms and 
jelly! sh do not have a skeleton. An animal 
with no skeleton is called an invertebrate.

What you have learnt
 We grow because our skeleton grows.
 The skeleton supports and protects the body.
 Animals without skeletons are called invertebrates.

Jelly! shes do not have a skeleton.

Questions
1 What would happen to a baby if its 

skeleton did not grow?
2 Why do broken bones mend?
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12 1 Humans and animals

Words to learn
muscles contract
relax

1.4 Skeletons and movement

Muscles make us move

Bones are strong and hard. They cannot bend 
but your body can move in many ways.

All animals with skeletons have muscles attached to 
the bones. Muscles are the parts of the body that allow 
us to move in many different ways.

Muscles are found under the skin. They cover the 
skeleton and give your body the shape that you have.

Muscles always work in pairs. One muscle contracts and 
pulls on the bone it is joined to. This makes the bone 
move. The opposite muscle relaxes. 

How muscles work

Muscles pull on bones to make them move. Muscles work by getting 
shorter and longer. When muscles get shorter, they pull on the bones they 
are joined to. We say that muscles contract. The pulling movement allows 
you to move and do the action that you want.

When muscles relax they get longer and let you rest.

muscle A contracts

muscle B relaxes

arm lifts arm drops

muscle B contracts

muscle A relaxes

Our bodies can move 
in many ways.
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1 Humans and animals 13

Talk about it!
How can we make 
muscles bigger?

How muscles work

Look closely at the muscles in your arm and at the 
pictures opposite.
Hold the weight in one hand and slowly lift the weight 
up towards you.
Put your other hand over the front on your upper arm. 
Feel how the muscle changes as you lift the weight. 
How does the muscle at the back of your arm feel?
Straighten your arm. Feel what happens to the muscle 

Activity 1.4
You will need
a weight to lift, such as large book

What you have learnt
 Muscles allow us to move.
 Muscles are joined to bones.
 Muscles work by pulling on bones.
 Muscles work in pairs.

The heart is a special 
muscle that is not joined to 

any bones.

Questions
1 How strong are your arm muscles? 

Design a fair test to ! nd out.
2 Why is the heart not joined

to any bones?

at the back of your arm. What happens to the muscle at the front of your arm?
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14 1 Humans and animals

Words to learn
medicine prevent

1.5 Drugs as medicines

Drugs

Drugs are substances that make your body
change in some way. Many drugs have 
good effects but some drugs can harm 
your body.

Tobacco is the drug in 
cigarettes. Tobacco can 

harm the lungs.
Medicines

When people are unwell they take medicine.
We take medicines to help make us feel better when we have 
an illness. Some medicines also prevent us from getting ill.

Not all drugs are medicines. Tobacco, for example, is not 
a medicine.

How we take medicines

We take different kinds of medicines in different ways.

We breathe in 
medicines from 

inhalers for 
asthma and other 

breathing problems.

We drink cough 
medicine to 
help us to

stop coughing.

Some medicines 
come as a 

powder that we 
have to mix
with water.

People who are 
very ill in hospital 

often get their 
medicine directly 
into their blood 
through a drip.
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1 Humans and animals 15

Talk about it!
How does an inhaler 

help you to
breathe better?

Activity 1.5

What you have learnt
 Drugs are substances that make your body
change in some way.

 Medicines are drugs that make our bodies better
when we are sick.

 All medicines are drugs, but not all drugs are medicines.
 We can take medicines in different ways, such as powders mixed 
with water, by inhalers and directly into our blood.

How do people take medicines?

Plan and carry out an investigation to ! nd out the 
different ways that people you know take medicines.
How will you collect the information you need?
How will you present your ! ndings?

Questions
1 Why do we say that all medicines are drugs, but not all drugs are 

medicines?
2 Do you think we can use a cream as a medicine for a sore throat? 

Say why or why not.
3 Why do you think people in hospital often get their medicine 

through a drip?

Challenge
Smoking is harmful. Find out how 
smoking damages the body. SAMPLE



16 1 Humans and animals

1.6 How medicines work

Symptoms and cures

How do you know when you have
the " u? When we are ill, we have signs 
of the illness called symptoms.
Different illnesses have different symptoms. 

Look at the picture below to see some of the symptoms of " u. One of 
these symptoms is a fever. Medicines help to take away the symptoms 
of the illness.

Often we become ill because 
germs enter our body. 
Medicines can help to kill the 
germs and make the illness go 
away. When medicines make an 
illness go away, we say that the 
medicines cure us.

Medicines make us better but we 
have to take them safely. You should 
only take medicines if they are given 
to you by a doctor, a nurse or an 
adult who looks after you. Sometimes 
a doctor will prescribe medicines.

These germs can 
only be seen 

with a powerful 
microscope.
They cause
sore throats.

Words to learn
symptoms fever
germs cure
prescribe
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1 Humans and animals 17

Taking medicines safely

Jimmy and his friends talked about how to take medicines safely. 
These are their ideas.

Activity 1.6

What you have learnt
 Symptoms are the signs of illness.
 Medicines can cure illnesses and make them 
go away.

 We must follow the instructions to take medicines safely.

It’s okay to take someone else’s medicine 
if they have the same illness as you.

You must always take the right amount of 
medicine. If you take too much it can be harmful.

If the instructions tell you to take the medicine 
with food, you must make sure that you do.

Discuss what Jimmy and his friends are saying about how to take 
medicines safely and decide if they are right or not. You might need 
to ! nd out more information about this. Make an information sheet 
about how to take medicines safely.

Talk about it!
Why must some 
medicines be
prescribed by

a doctor?

Question
1 Predict what you think would happen if you didn’t 

take all the medicine the doctor 
prescribed for you.

If you forget to take your medicine in the 
morning just take more at lunchtime.
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1 Check your progress

18 1 Humans and animals

Check your progress1
1   Write down the word that describes each of the following:

a A frame made of bone that supports our body.
b A bone in the spine.
c The bones of the head.
d Animals with no skeleton.
e The parts of the body that allow our bones to move.

2   Write down the name of one:

a " at bone
b long bone
c short bone
d irregular bone.

3   Look at the drawing and answer the questions.

a Write down the number of the muscle that bends the arm.
b Explain how the muscle makes the arm bend.
c What happens to the other muscle when the arm bends?

1

2
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1 Humans and animals 19

4   Josie, Yasmin and Luisa measured the length of their upper arm 
bones. These are their results.

Josie Yasmin Luisa 

Bone length
in cm

25 32 28

a Who do you think is an adult?
b Who do you think is a teenager?
c Who do you think is a child?
d Explain your answers to questions a–c.
e How else could you show these results?
f What apparatus do you need to measure bone length?
g Explain how you can make this a fair test.

5   a Name two reasons why we take medicines.
b Which of these statements about medicines are true?
 A All medicines are drugs.
 B Medicines give us symptoms of illnesses.
 C Never take medicines prescribed for someone else.
 D Medicines can kill harmful germs in the body.
 E  Stop taking prescribed medicines when you start to

feel better.
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Some eagles can kill and 
carry away small sheep.

2.1 Amazing birds

20 2 Living things and environments

Words to learn
adapted habitat
local environmentThese birds live in very different places.

Each bird’s body is adapted to help them survive in their habitat.
The habitat is the local environment that they live in.
What do you think birds need from their habitat?

Emperor penguins live at the 
South Pole in temperatures as 
cold as !40 °C in winds of up 
to 100 km per hour.

Sharp talons for holding 
and tearing at " esh.

Powerful 
wings 

for lifting 
prey.

Sharp eyes for hunting.

Sharp bill for 
catching # sh.

Thick feathers 
to keep in
body heat.

Webbed feet 
for swimming.

Eyes are sharp
underwater for 

hunting # sh.

Living things and environments

The swift can " y at up
to 170 km per hour.

Shaped beak for 
catching insects.

Smooth body shape 
for high speed.

Wings tuck in for 
high speed.

Sharp eyes for 
hunting. SAMPLE



2 Living things and environments 21

What you have learnt
 Birds are adapted to help them live in
their habitats.

Talk about it!
How are birds
adapted to

their habitat?

Questions
1 How does the shape of a bird’s beak help it to eat its food?
2 Why do birds need good eyesight?
3 Why do some birds have webbed feet?

Bird watching

Make a plan for bird watching near your school.
Where will you do this? What will you need? Will you need to attract 
birds? How will you do this? 
How much time is needed? 
Think about how you will 
make sure you do not 
frighten the birds.
Decide what records 
you need to make.

Activity 2.1 You will need:
paper  pencils

Then spend some time observing birds and making records.
Try watching birds at different times of day. 
Is there a time when you observe more birds?
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